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Foreword
The Young Masters Art Prize was founded in 2009 because I felt at the time it was important to
not only nurture young artistic talent, but to reflect upon the past in these uncertain economic
and political times. Eight years later, this endeavour is even more crucial. How can we explain the
world today, without learning the lessons from history? Art is universal, powerful and more
accessible than ever before. Despite this, emerging artists today require increasing support to
launch their careers.

Our 2017 edition has proved to be the most successful Young Masters to date. The call for
entries was answered by over 775 artists, by far a record! With the assistance of the dedicated
team of judges and staff, we selected 18 artists and 10 ceramicists to exhibit their work in
London, showcasing this incredible shortlist in the heart of London’s prestigious art district St
James’s. This selection is extremely diverse; the artists come from the UK, Europe, USA, Asia, the
Middle East and Africa. The youngest artist is 24 and the oldest was born in 1948. A Young
Master does not have to be of a young chronological age, and the initiative supports any artist,
regardless of age, gender or nationality, providing they have the talent and the relationship with
the past in their work. This means that Young Masters is unique.

This year, we are proud to present three strands of Young Masters: The Young Masters Art Prize,
awarded to an artist working in any media; The Young Masters Maylis Grand Ceramics Prize,
awarded to an artist working in ceramics; and the inaugural Young Masters Emerging Woman Art
Prize, to be awarded to a shortlisted female artist at the early stages of her career. 

Our longstanding supporters and sponsors make it possible to hold this Prize every two to three
years. In addition, we provide many more artists the opportunity to exhibit their work at
international art fairs, exhibitions, pop-ups and through our active online presence involving our
website, blog and other social media. Young Masters has amassed an incredible number of
alumni who have gone on to worldwide success including major exhibitions and residencies, and
have seen their work acquired by renowned global museums and public and private collections.

I do hope you enjoy this catalogue and the exhibitions and I would like to sincerely thank all our
sponsors, collectors, clients, judges, staff and artists for their efforts in making this edition of the
Prize such a success.

Cynthia Corbett  
Founder & Director
The Young Masters Art Prize & The Cynthia Corbett Gallery 
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Contesting the Canon 
Millie Print

All art is made with reference to that which precedes it. The Young Masters Art Prize seeks to
unpack this tendency, celebrating contemporary artists who place this referential process at the
centre of their practice. The phrase ‘Old Masters’ describes the premodern figureheads of the art-
historical canon. While the Old Masters were undeniably remarkable, in today’s globalised world the
canon is reflected on as overbearingly European, white and male. In contrast to this legacy, this
Young Masters shortlist is the most diverse ever, featuring more women than men, and artists
selected from all around the world. Whereas women and minorities were historically relegated to the
status of Old Master subject matter, for example Ingres’s odalisques, bathers and concubines, Young
Masters proves that today, the tables have turned. 

This shortlist features female artists who critically engage with their position within contemporary
society and the history of art. Iranian artist Azita Moradkhani’s delicate drawings of women’s
underwear are symptomatic of such efforts to rewrite the canon. By inscribing iconography from the
works of Michelangelo, Gericault and Monet onto lingerie, Moradkhani calls us to question the
authority of male creation over the female body. We also find feminist resonances in Liane Lang’s
series of staged photographs; lifelike dolls masquerade as female Catholic saints and martyrs,
occupying buildings designed by Gothic architect Augustus Pugin. Dutch photographers Isabelle van
Zeijl and Laura Hospes place their own bodies at the centre. The forcefulness of Hospes’s black-and-
white self-portraits lies in her Rembrandtesque manipulation of light and shadow. Van Zeijl
announces herself as author and muse, subsequently readdressing the intrinsically gendered subject-
object relations which typify the genre of portraiture.  Van Zeijl assumes the painterly lexicon of The
Dutch Golden Age while claiming the camera and Photoshop as her tools to cast aspersions over the
notion of “timeless beauty”. 

Van Zeijl stands alongside other artists in this exhibition for whom the traditional canvas is an
outmoded terrain for expression. These artists deploy advanced technologies while looking to the
past for inspiration. Russian-American multi-media artist Asya Reznikov’s framed television screen
animation Be Fruitful transforms Lucas Cranach the Elder’s Adam and Eve of 1526 into a witty
commentary on the rebirth of painting. Reznikov trades in the perspectival trickery of Albertian
perspective for animated zooms, and comically undermines the fixity of Biblical narratives by
depicting her own baby daughter emerging from the fallen fruit. Israeli artist Liron Kroll also masters
contemporary image-making technologies. Kroll uses digital layering techniques to create composite
worlds with no clear anchor in time or space. With domesticity and the family as central themes, Kroll
does away with the sense of devotion equated with da Vinci and Parmigianino’s Madonna and child
portraits, to produce surreal scenes of reverie and estrangement. 
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Also exploiting the tension between subject and media, British artist John Phillips splices over 1,400
separate photographs together to create contemporary echoes of Dutch vanitas painting. Parallels
can be drawn between Phillips’s studies and the Baroque still lifes of Jan Davidsz de Heem, in which
flowers are a powerful expression of the impending slippage from life to death. Where Phillips’s
images simulate painting, German painter Lars Reiffers uses the camera as a tool to interrogate
natural forms, before bringing them to life in paint. Such a strategic representational process
produces a virtuosic realism with a lineage all the way back to Giotto. Distorted by scale and colour,
in Reiffer’s paintings individual petals are rendered monstrous and blindingly opulent.

Channelling renaissance chiaroscuro, French photographer Antoine Schneck dramatically offsets
brightly lit hyperrealist faces, recumbent figures and suits of armour against stark black backgrounds.
Not only is Schneck’s technical facility characteristic of the 21st century artist, featuring panoramic
editing, multi-angle shooting and graphic palette retouching, his representations of African subjects
are emphatically contemporary in that they are a far cry from the exoticizing tendencies of a colonial
past. The criticism of colonial history also arises in Ghanaian-British multi-media artist Amartey
Golding’s 15 minute film Chainmail. In this case, art-historical allusions lay beneath the surface. As
cerebral as it is beautiful, Chainmail evokes Degas’s avant-garde approach to the ballet dancer,
blurring the lines of performance, endurance and enslavement. Chinese painter Yuehan Pan
investigates eastern and western representational practices, substituting the picture frame, with its
western properties of spatial hierarchisation, for fine silk scrolls influenced by the ancient philosophy
of ‘San Cai’.

Video-artist Tamara Al-Mashouk takes her own subjectivity as a queer Saudi Arabian woman living
abroad as the starting point for her single-channel film License on Fire. An architectural monument is
burned to the ground amid heavy rainfall; an iconoclastic gesture which captures perfectly the
contemporary instability of racialized histories. Iconoclasm is another common thread woven through
this shortlist. British artist Sasha Bowles manipulates reproductions of well-known paintings by
Masters such as Goya, Gainsborough, Frans Hals and Velázquez, giving male sitters new and absurd
guises which sacrifice individual personas in the face of the artist’s own authorial signature. Sheila
Rock’s photographic series The Spirit of the Horse is directly inspired by the great European horse
painters: Stubbs, Delacroix, Gericault, Herring, and Franz Marc. Her black and white silver gelatin
prints are not only indicative of her sophisticated command over the medium, but reflect a unique
pictorial aesthetic, carved out within the context of a highly developed and mature genre. 
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In David Piddock’s landscape paintings, imagery is often plundered from the past to inform the
present. Monumental marble sculptures materialise in unexpected places: we see Giambologna’s
Samson Slaying a Philistine bathed in light on the bank of the River Thames. Whereas Piddock’s
scenes are often devoid of human presence, Canadian painter Carole Freeman makes clear the
indebtedness of art to people. Taking her cue from iconic Old Master portraits, Freeman depicts
contemporary artworld professionals in the style of Bronzio, Vigée Le Brun and Van Der Weyden.

American painter Lucy Beecher Nelson appropriates the formal devices of 15th century Italian
marriage portraits to express relationship dynamics between present day couples. While Beecher
Nelson uses the divisional form of the diptych to communicate emotional disconnection, British
painter Stephen Snoddy creates diptych compositions founded on unity. Snoddy takes the window
as a point of departure, a loaded art-historical motif with foundations in Renaissance naturalism; the
ultimate task of painting as a “window” onto the world.  Yet, his work stands apart from this
representational tradition, operating within the realm of the abstract. His colourful canvases are
defined by clear continuations in line and form.

The eighteen artists showcased in this shortlist are significantly diverse, proving that the desire to
blend the art of today with the art of the past has a global and cross-generational significance. As
ever, the skills and art of the Old Masters are direct sources of inspiration. Whether these artists
appropriate imagery, assimilate styles, or intervene in seemingly “closed” genres, they do so with
critical intention. They honour and renegotiate their sources to produce art which is strikingly original
and contemporary. While technological developments offer innovative new methods of image
making, traditional media prove to be equally fruitful. More than ever, this year’s shortlist represents
artists who engage with identity politics; personal histories are divulged to address wider issues of
collective and universal importance. By mining the art of the past, the contemporary artist can rewrite
history. The art-historical canon is but one history open for contestation. 

Across the Centuries 
Jean Wainwright

Art is a lie that makes us realize truth, at least the truth that is given us to understand
Picasso, 1923 

Henri Matisse suggested that “creativity takes courage”, and it takes a particular kind of courage for
an artist to search for a new vision and contemporary aesthetic by referencing, subverting or
critiquing the Masters of the past – then to submit the intensely personal results of their creative
processes to scrutiny and judgement in a competition.  Established by Cynthia Corbett in 2009, the
Young Masters Art Prize has become an important platform for artists, but the Prize is significant
beyond the opportunities it offers the competitors - the exhibition, the exposure, the discussions. Art
History itself is a rigorous interdisciplinary subject under siege. Corbett’s vision, to offer a prize which
references the ‘past in the present’ and calls for innovatory engagement, is perspicacious.  Now in its
fourth edition, the Prize has grown, with a separate ceramics category, the Young Masters Maylis
Grand Ceramics Prize, added in 2014 and for this edition, a prize for an emerging female artist. 

This year 579 artists have applied for the main Prize in this contemporary and multinational
competition. The remit – to identify the Young Masters of the future – is also an inducement to look
carefully at the eighteen shortlisted works presented in different media, from works on paper, oils,
photography to multimedia and video. The shortlisted artists are not imitating or presenting anodyne
appropriation, but rather reassessing their memories and engagement with art in museums, printed
material or online, and addressing  the universal themes of life and death, the personal, domestic and
the political. 

As Ernst Gombrich said in 1950, “There is really no such thing as Art.  There are only artists”. The
way the artists see, explore, question, challenge and use materials is the life force of this Prize. We
have moved on greatly since the 75 year-old Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres suggested, in 1855,
that the young artist Edgar Degas “Make copies young man, make many copies. You can only
become a good artist by copying the masters”. There is perhaps more affinity to the methodology of
Picasso, whose 1957 series Las Meninas responded to Diego Velázquez’s 1656 masterpiece by the
same name, with its extraordinary treatise of seeing. Claiming Las Meninas for his own, Picasso
challenged himself with his own visual language, subverting Velázquez’s composition to comment
bitterly on Spanish politics, whilst in exile in Paris. This throwing down of the gauntlet, questioning
how we look at art from the past and distilling its relevance, is at the heart of the Young Masters
Prize. How do artists navigate the real and the simulacra amongst our multilayered superhighway of
images? How do they decide which works hold meaning for them, in our over-mediated world? How
are Young Masters contributing to the dialogues that are informing contemporary art? 
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and Francesca Woodman, her way of working experienced as therapeutic and deeply personal,
giving her time and space to think about her body and her mind.  Asya Reznikov’s work Wet Bar
(2016) based on A Bar at the Folies-Bergère (1882) is also a self-portrait. Reznikov is the multi-
tasking mother: both the ‘tired’ barmaid of Manet’s painting and the artist herself, she is in the act of
preparing one meal whilst expressing milk for another. Instant recognition and connection to an
easily-identified painting provides iconic signage to strengthen her message.  

This is the artistic agenda of the Young Masters: they are acquisitive magpies alighting on canonical
works, distilling the essence and moving on across the centuries, transforming a multiplicity of visual
references into their own personal language.  The results are compelling works of art.

Each new invention, whether it be the camera obscura, photography, film or digital media, has
inspired and given rise to new innovation, new ways of creating and interpreting life. There is a
proliferation of media. Artists working in photography are often editing and compiling composites
from thousands of images, or deliberately using analogue film as a statement. The medium used is
not neutral:  it is itself a statement with a relationship to the subject. Artists exist in a very different
system to the past, and it is important that we recognize our contemporary talent through prizes such
as the Young Masters. The art world is hugely expanded:  it is global, there are biennials and
triennials, art fairs and major gallery spaces. Work is shared though Instagram, Twitter and Facebook.
Yet this is also a system that has to be navigated, and the profile of awards plays an important role in
the visibility of artists.

Artists of the Renaissance were often commissioned by the church or the state.  Their work
suggested symbolism and mythology, a mathematically ordered and painstakingly rendered world.
There were enduring themes of life and death, of poverty and riches, of colour and light. But the
Young Masters have not only referenced the 15th and 16th century: we also find Turner and Stubbs,
Manet, Hopper and Hockney, the architecture of Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, the surreal and
feminism.

The eighteen shortlisted artists are also working with their own medium specificity and I have
highlighted a few examples of how some of the selected artists have interpreted the Young Masters
theme through their genre and or narrative. For example, there is a huge difference between
Stephen Snoddy’s work in paint, rooted in abstraction, and John Phillips’ photographic series of
thousands of composite images of dead and faded flowers, beautifully lit and printed: a postmodern
vanitas. An early influence for Snoddy was Henri Matisse’s L’escargot in the Tate Gallery. Admiring
John Hoyland’s colour and form, Snoddy felt empathy for his 1967 statement, “The way paint is put
on …it should be natural, like the way water flows… to know from the outset the determining
form… The painting must come to life in its own way”. Sasha Bowles also paints, but in oils on works
of art from the past, specifically portraiture. Reprising Walter Benjamin’s 1939 statement about the
withered ‘aura’ of an art work ‘in the age of mechanical reproduction’, her paintings play a game of
hide and seek, strangely surreal and oddly familiar as she literally Takes Liberties (the title of the
series) with the art of the past, the work transforming and transporting the works into their strange
hybrid and oddly seductive forms.  Laura Hospes bravely confronts her mental illness, her self-
portraits communicating her inner struggle, their dark tones hinting at the work of  both Rembrandt
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Antoine Schneck
Aïs Suandé, 2012, 
Pigment Print, Edition of 8, 
107 x 80cm (42.1 x 31.5in.)

08 Young Masters Art Prize 2017

Amartey Golding
Umbrella, 2016, 
C-Type Print, Edition of 6 + 2AP, 
90 x 70cm (35.4 x 27.6in.)

Azita Moradkhani
Not Too Far Away, 2016, 
Coloured Pencils on Paper, 
30.5 x 43cm (12 x 17in.)

Asya Reznikov
Be Fruitful, 2016, 
Video Installation, 4K Film, Wooden Frame, 1m 30s, Edition of 5, 
144.8 x 118.8 x 10.1cm (57 x 36 x 4in.), sound. 
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David 
Piddock
Give Me Strength, 2016, 
Oil on Gesso Board, 
123 x 153 x 4cm 
(48.4 x 60.2 x 1.6in.)

Carole
Freeman
Demoiselles (study), 2017, 
Acrylic on Paper, 
59 x 76cm (22 x 30in.)    

John Phillips
Vanitas XXI, 2016, 
Archival Inkjet Print, Edition of 15 + 5AP, 
150 x 100cm, (59 x 43.3in.), 
courtesy London Print Studio. 

Isabelle van Zeijl
HER, 2016, C-Type Print, Edition of 7 + 2AP, 
110 x 100.1cm (43.3 x 39.4in.)
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Laura Hospes
Braid, 2015, 
Archival Pigment Print, Edition of 7 + 2 AP, 
60 x 40cm (23.5 x 15.7in.), 
courtesy Kahmann Gallery. 

Lars Reiffers
Gone the dream, 2013, 
Oil on Canvas, 
100 x 135cm (39.3 x 53.1in.) 

Liron
Kroll
Childcare No.1, 2013,
Digital Photomontage,
Edition of 5 + 2AP, 
63 x 100cm (24.8 x 39.4in.)

Liane
Lang
Margareth in the Dragon,
2015, 
C-Type Print, Edition of 3,
70 x 100cm 
(29.5 x 39.3in.)  
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Sasha Bowles
Order of the Star, 2016, 
Oil on Book Page, 
22 x 26cm (8.6 x 10.2in.) 

Lucy
Beecher
Nelson
Michael and Alex, 2017, 
Oil and Watercolour on Paper,
76.2 x 55.9cm (30 x 22in.) each. 

Stephen
Snoddy
Untitled 105 (after Matisse), 2015,
Mixed Media on Paper, 
46.6 x 66.6cm (18.3 x 26.2in.) 

Sheila Rock
Horse No. 57, 2000, 
Limited Edition Silver Gelatin Archival Print,
60.7 x 50.8cm (24 x 20in.)   
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Yuehan
Pan
Olga, Beloved, In her eyes, 2016,
Ink and Watercolour on Pi Paper
Mounted with Silk, 
200 x 120 cm (78.7 x 47.2in.)  

Tamara Al-Mashouk
License, 2017, Video Installation, Single Projection, 6m 18s, Edition of 3, sound. 

Guest Artist 17

Gordon Cheung 
The Course of Empire - The Arcadian or Pastoral State  (after Thomas Cole), 1974-75, 2017, Giclée on canvas, 100.3 x 161.3 cm, (39 1⁄2 x 63 1⁄2 in.)

Guest Artist

Born 1975, UK

Imagery itself is Cheung’s medium, either co-opted in the
creation of multifaceted paintings or manipulated via digital
algorithms. Young Masters is proud to present Cheung’s The
Course of Empire - The Arcadian or Pastoral State (after
Thomas Cole), 1974-75, 2017. Taking Thomas Cole’s utopic
scene of a preurban ancient Greece as point of departure,
Cheung deploys a technological glitching effect, reordering the
fabric of the landscape to create an image of unfamiliar beauty.

Cheung graduated from Central Saint Martins in 1998,
completing an MA in painting at the Royal College of Art in
2001. Recent solo exhibitions include Unknown Knowns at Edel
Assanti (2017), Here be Dragons at Nottingham Castle Museum

(2016), Lines in the Sand at Leila Heller Gallery Dubai (2016),
The Abyss Stares Back at Edel Assanti (2015), Altered States at
the Arizona State University Art Museum (2010), The Four
Horsemen of the Apocalypse at the New Art Gallery Walsall
(2009) and The Promised Land at Jack Shainman Gallery (2009).
Cheung’s work was included in Vita Vitale, The Azerbaijan
Pavilion at the 56th Venice Biennale (2015). Cheung’s works are
included in major international private and public collections
including MoMA, The British Museum, The Hirshhorn Museum
and Sculpture Garden, San Antonio Museum of Art, The
Whitworth Museum, Arizona State University Art Museum,
Asian Art Museum of San Francisco, Knoxville Museum, Speed
Art Museum, The New Art Gallery Walsall and the Yale Center
for British Art. Cheung lives and works in London.
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Rethinking Ceramics 
Preston Fitzgerald

The Young Masters Maylis Grand Ceramics Prize will be awarded to an artist whose medium of
expression is clay.  Pottery is one of the oldest crafts known to man, beginning with functional wares
and moving to sculptural works; clay can embody many forms.  The Old Master tradition in clay
started with earthenware, the lowest fired clay, evolving to stoneware, and finally porcelain.  Each of
these materials are used by the ten artists who are shortlisted for The Young Masters Maylis Grand
Ceramics Prize.

This year’s artists have all drawn inspiration from ceramic traditions of the past.  Ancient Greek
civilisation gave us utilitarian terracotta vessels with painted decoration, while the Chinese perfected
porcelain in the city of Jingdezhen, making it into the ‘white gold’ valued throughout the world, and
first imitated successfully by the Germans in Dresden in the 18th century.  In early 20th century
Britain, Bernard Leach produced pottery based on Japanese prototypes which in turn influenced much
of 20th century ceramics.  Stoneware was a medium he helped to elevate to an art form.

The Turner Prize was awarded to Grayson Perry in 2003 for his coil-built earthenware vessels with
pictorial decoration, which were influenced by ancient Greek pottery.  At last year’s Frieze Art Fair,
London, the first stand that the public saw upon entering was Gagosian’s solo exhibition of Edmund
de Waal.  His porcelain wheel-thrown pots with celadon glazes show the influence of Japanese
ceramics (and Bernard Leach).  While Paul Gauguin and Pablo Picasso worked in clay, blurring the line
between craft and fine art, the de Waal exhibition at Frieze will, in the future, be recognised as the
turning point where a ceramic artist’s work achieved near equal footing with fine art; the biggest art
dealer, exhibiting a ceramic artist at the most prestigious contemporary art fair in the world.

Seven nationalities are represented in our ten selected artists.  All of the artists challenge the
traditional purpose of pottery as utilitarian wares from their varied cultural perspectives.  These artists
present a breadth of practice documenting a move from functional to fine art.  All use tradition to
underpin their work, but break with the past to create new and dynamic work.  This updating of Old
Master traditions has brought the works totally up to date.

All the works exhibited started as slabs of clay dug from the earth. Earthenware, stoneware and
porcelain are all on display in many forms, shapes and colours.  Each artist has a one-on-one
relationship with the material. They need to know the properties and capabilities of their material,
much more so than a painter. Knowledge and skills repeated and honed through years of practice
achieve technical expertise needed to make great works of art. 

As curator of The Young Masters Maylis Grand Ceramics Prize, I invite you to rethink ceramics; look at
how the artists have reinvented clay into art.  Many of the works are thought-provoking, challenging,
playful and fun. I hope you enjoy the exhibition. 

18 Rethinking Ceramics

Andrew
Casto
Assemblage 80, 2015, 
Ceramic and Lustre, 
28 x 18 x 38cm (11 x 7 x 15in.),
courtesy Mindy Solomon Gallery

Amber
Zuber
Form 3: Enclosure, 2017,
Earthenware, 
28 x 25 x 30cm (11 x 9.8 x 11.8in.),
photography courtesy Sylvain Deleu
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Grant Aston
Reconciliation, 2016, 
Ceramic, Wood and Metal, 
60 x 70 x 60cm (23.6 x 27.6 x 23.6in.)

Antonie Eikemans
Crying with my Dogs, 2017, 
Porcelain, Transfers and Gold, 
25 x 17 x 20cm (9.8 x 6.9 x 7.8in.)

Katie
Spragg
Meadow, 2017, 
Porcelain, Oak, LEDs, 
22 x 30 x 22 cm (8.7 x 11.8 x 8.7in.),
photography courtesy Sylvain Deleu

Irina Razumovskaya
Metamorphoses, 2016, Porcelain, Glaze, 120 x 18 x 15cm (47.2 x 7.1 x 5.9in.)
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Lucille
Lewin
Frozen Juncture, 2017, 
Porcelain and Lampwork Glass, 
23 x 36 x 36cm (10 x 14 x 14in.)

Lauren Nauman
Lines, large white with brass, medium striped, small black, 2017, Porcelain and Brass, various sizes, photography courtesy Sylvain Deleu

Tessa Eastman
Concealed Cloud (Red Yellow), 2017, 
Multiple High Fired Glazed Ceramic, 
18 x 15 x 15cm (7 x 5.9 x 5.9in.)

Malene Hartmann
Rasmussen
Troll#3, 2017,
Ceramic, 45 x 35 x 9cm (17.7 x 13.7 x 3.5in.), 
photography courtesy Sylvain Deleu
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Young Masters Art Prize 2017
Azita Moradkhani
Born 1985, Iran

Formal elements, skill and delicacy
connect Azita Moradkhani’s work
aesthetically to the art of the past. In

taking representation and realism to the contemporary art
scene, beauty is her weapon to make political points
aesthetically approachable. The female body is central to her
work, specifically its exposure to different social norms. It is
about the displacement experienced when we find ourselves
insecure in our own bodies. The artist wants to challenge
viewers to recognise the significance of beauty and the body,
and how they work together in so many of the images made
available to us. Moradkhani’s refined form, detail, colour
palette and technique of representation allow her to find the
hidden layers of complex socio-political perceptions in a
global context.

Moradkhani has studied at the School of the Museum of Fine
Arts/ Tufts University, Massachusetts and University of Art,
Tehran, Iran. Her recent solo exhibition Victorious Secrets
was held at Gallery Kayafas, Boston, 2016. She has shown in
group exhibitions Four Garden (Chahar Bagh), Contemporary
Arts Museum Isfahan, Iran, 2016; Identity Shared, Southern
New Hampshire University, Hooksett, New Hampshire, 2015;
and South Asia Exchange: Thoughts, Responses and
Questions, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
2015. Moradkhani will exhibit in the upcoming group
exhibition Masculinity,Museum of Art, University of New
Hampshire, in August 2017.

Carole Freeman
Born 1954, Canada

Carole Freeman is a painter of people
and narrative pictures. Her practice
consists of on-going bodies of work

that combine clinical study, empathy, humour, and ironic
juxtaposition with subject matter culled from life experience,
world events, daily news, history, and literature, as visual
commentary and witness to contemporary concerns.
Occasionally referencing Old and Modern Masters, Freeman
has drawn upon the work of artists as varied as Polykleitos
and Picasso, while both whimsically and seriously subverting
artistic, cultural, political, and personal history. Stylistically
positioned between classical representation and
contemporary figuration, Freeman’s paintings manipulate

time and space through fine detail and gestural brushwork,
monochromatic and luminous colour, lightness of spirit and
soulful depth.

Freeman studied BFA Honors at University of Manitoba,
Canada and MA Painting at the Royal College of Art, London.
Her recent Canadian solo exhibitions include: Something
About Winnipeg, Gurevich Fine Art, Winnipeg, Selections
2012-2016,Walnut Contemporary and Portraits of Facebook,
Edward Day Gallery, Toronto. An upcoming solo exhibition
slated for Autumn 2017 will be at Jim Kempner Fine Art, New
York. Her work is held in collections including: Art Bank,
Canada; Continental Oil Company, UK; Royal College of Art,
UK; York University, Canada; and Private Collections in
Canada, UK, Italy, Australia, and USA including New York art
Critics Jerry Saltz and Roberta Smith.

David Piddock
Born 1960, UK

Postmodern, premodern, new realist,
magic realist; David Piddock’s work
has been called all these things.

Idiosyncratic certainly, his work presents a semi-fictional
London where imagery is often plundered from the past to
inform the present. Anything from a tiny early Italian carving
to a monumental mannerist sculpture might materialise in
unexpected places like London's Embankment or the Thames
Path adjacent to the City. In broader terms, he looks for
innovation within established traditions.

Piddock studied at the Royal Academy Schools in the mid-
1980s. He is represented by Adam Gallery and has many
works in private and public collections including the Museum
of London. He was recently awarded the inaugural art prize
presented by the Moth, an Irish based arts and literature
magazine.

Amartey Golding 
Born 1988, UK

Amartey Golding is a multimedia artist whose
work explores how contradictory ideas
coexist within the individual. By disregarding
the lines between the malevolent and the
benevolent, he attempts to explore life's

parallel truths. He addresses controversial subjects of sexism,
racism and intolerance, placing himself comfortably and
honestly at both extremes, as oppressor and oppressed,
addressing our individual inabilities to avoid blame or
apology. Exploring his own moral and social contradictions,
he addresses the unavoidable shortcomings of an individual,
and the acceptance of these failings as integral to the human
condition, without the fallacy of a moral high ground. 

Golding attended Central Saint Martins College of Art and
Design, and has exhibited in the Middle East and Europe
with solo exhibitions in the UK, Dubai, Germany and
Denmark. He won the Granta Decorative and Fine Arts
Society Award in 2007.

Antoine Schneck 
Born 1963, France

Antoine Schneck is not a painter, he is a
photographer, but ultimately it was painting
that made him the photographer he is today.
Studying portraiture has taught him to

lighten a gaze and bring a portrait to life. This dimension of
the work that follows a shoot is essential to his practice: he
crafts, illuminates, intervenes, and by doing so acts as a free
man and feels more like a painter in relation to his subjects
than someone constrained by the limitations of technique.
His themes are clearly inherited from painting and its time-
honoured traditions. He shoots portraits, as well as still lifes,
genres embedded in the history of painting.

Schneck studied at the Ecole Nationale Supérieure Louis
Lumière, and Ecole Nationale Supérieure d’Architecture Paris,
Paris, France. His solo exhibitions in Paris, France, include
Soldats inconnus, Arc de triomphe; Figures and Du Burkina
Faso à l'Ethiopie, Berthet-Aittouares Gallery; Leur Chiens,
Musée de la Chasse et de la Nature and Hermès House,
Shanghai, China. Schneck’s work has been widely published
and is held in collections including Société Générale, Ferrari,
Raja, Centre des Monuments Nationaux and Musée de la
Marine.

Asya Reznikov
Born 1973, USSR

Asya Reznikov’s work encompasses new
media – photography, video and
performance – in combination with sculpture.
In the spirit of the Old Masters, she strives to
create endless stories but in the context of

her contemporary experience. Sometimes she continues
where they left off, other times, she presents aspects not
ordinarily considered and still other times, she juxtaposes and
conflates to reveal present-day ironies.  The underpinnings of
Old Master works remain her formal sensibility; how she
makes her compositions, how she frames and displays her
work, while paying homage to the Old Masters, reflects her
contemporary relationship to those familiar universes.

Reznikov holds an MFA degree from Hunter College, NY, an
MFA degree from Universitat der Kunst, Berlin, Germany and
a BFA degree from the Massachusetts College of Art, MA.
She also studied at University of Wolverhampton, UK and
Rochester Institute of Technology, NY. She has had extensive
solo exhibitions, including at Nancy Hoffman Gallery, NY;
Flint Institute of Arts, MI; Hudson Valley Center for
Contemporary Art, NY; Wake Forest University, NC;
Susquehanna University, PA; The Butler Institute of American
Art, OH and BASF, Schwarzheide, Germany. Her work is in
many permanent collections including those of El Paso Art
Museum, TX; Hearst Collection, NY; Vero Beach Museum of
Art, FL; Wake Forest University Museum, NC; 21c Museum,
KY and Kunstwerk Sammlung Klein, Germany. Reznikov
received the Deutscher Akademischer Austausch Dienst
(DAAD) Postgraduate Fellowship, Germany; Edna Wells Lutz
Frederick Foundation Scholarship, Germany; The Studio of
the Corning Museum of Glass Residency, NY; Morton Godine
Fellowship, MA; Ministry of Culture of Spain’s Culturas
Award and Jutta-Cuny Franz Foundation Award, Germany. 
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were on the front page of The Huffington Post, The Daily
Mail, Yahoo and many more. Ever since she works hard to
maintain that high set standard, but in a leisurely pace trying
to balance it besides her therapies and hospitalisations. In the
mean time she graduated with honours from the
Photoacademy and is represented by Kahmann Gallery,
which shows her works on both national and international
exhibitions and fairs. As a closure of a difficult period of time,
she created the book UCP, named after the psychiatric ward
she had to stay. The book is published by Lecturis Publishers
and is for sale at the bookstores and online.

Liane Lang
Born 1975, Germany

Liane Lang’s work engages with
historic objects and places,
particularly statues and monuments.

She photographs interventions that alter or illuminate the
context and history of objects, to tell an alternative story. She
reframes objects that may have been overlooked or
misunderstood and to give them fresh visibility. In the Saints
series she borrows from the aesthetic of Zubaran and
medieval German wood carving at the Bode Museum to
stage the life of the Saints in the house of Augustus Pugin.
Lang is interested in legacy and the processes which preserve
or obliterate it. Pugin's tremendous importance was lost after
his death. His Catholicism may have played a part in this.
Many of the characters on which the saints are based were
important leaders in the early Christian world and have come
down to us only as victims of grotesque torture. Lang
preserves their enigmatic presence and allows them to
inhabit Pugin's gorgeous interiors.

Lang studied at Royal Academy Schools and Goldsmiths’
College, London and at the Fine Art and National College of
Art and Design, Dublin. Recent exhibitions include: Enthüllt,
Berlin and its Monuments, Museum Zitadelle Spandau,
Berlin; Der Zauberg, Iavomirovic-Hughes Gallery, London;
MEM Bilbao Photography Festival, Prize Winner Exhibition;
Start, The Saints, Saatchi Gallery; and Monumental
Misconceptions, Rosenberg Gallery, Hofstra University, New
York. She has work in many collections including: MoMA
Collection, the V&A, Deutsche Bank Collection, Royal
Academy Collection, White Cube Gallery, Ernst & Young
Collection, Arts Council of England Collection, Saatchi
Collection, Collection Kunstverein Bregenz, Collection House
of St Barnabas, Collection of Art Omi, Francis Greenberger

Collection, DEM Collection. Lang has received many awards
and accolades including: The Cointreau Creative Crew
Finalist, 2016; MEM Photography Festival Bilbao 1st Prize,
2015; Birgit Skiöld Memorial Award, 2014; Hotshoe
Photography Award, 2012; British Council Award, Riga, 2010
and RBKC Artists Award, Budapest, 2009.

Liron Kroll
Born 1980, Israel

Liron Kroll’s work is based around
the illusiveness of normality. She is
interested in the inherent

contradiction in the need to belong to a social structure, but
being simultaneously repulsed by it. Kroll focuses on a
specific moment of acknowledgement and realisation. Her
characters, those whom we see within the image and those
whose presence is only implied, exist in a state of constant
conflict. This is emphasised by the rich, carefully constructed
environment she achieves using different digital layering
techniques.  Kroll dismantles and creates visual worlds, using
fragments from hundreds of different photos, photos taken in
different times and places, thereby disconnecting the
supposedly ‘photographic image’ from any standard anchors
in time and space.

After completing her National Service as an army-
photographer, Kroll studied at H.I.T, Israel, and for an MA in
Communication Art and Design at the Royal College of Art,
London. She was commissioned by EPFL+ECAL lab in
Switzerland to create an installation that uses Augmented
Reality technology. Her Video Art piece High Expectations
was shown in festivals and exhibitions around the world and
was shortlisted for the 2014 Royal Academy Summer
Exhibition.  She has been shortlisted for the National Portrait
Gallery's Taylor-Wessing Prize twice. Kroll has exhibited work
globally at fairs and galleries and her work has featured in
publications such as Creative Review, Motionographer, IDn
magazine, The Independent, Computer Arts magazine,
Haarertz, 125Magazine annual and 125LIVE shows as part of
Photomonth, London. She works and lives in London. 

Isabelle van Zeijl
Born 1978, The Netherlands

In contemporary art circles beauty is
downright suspicious. Stern critics and
Spartan aesthetes label beauty as
decoration’s flashy cousin, a camouflage

devised to compensate for a lack of conceptual depth.
However, some disagree; Isabelle van Zeijl is an artist who
resists this prevalent, Calvinist attitude. To her beauty is a
necessity, an antidote to everyday drudgery and a source of
inspiration. She is fascinated by the art of the past and
different perspectives on beauty through the ages.
Boundaries fade as she blends techniques and idioms of the
Old Masters with present-day aesthetics to create striking
portraits.  Digitally composing her photographs like a painter
by using techniques of the past, her work never compromises
on authenticity. Though she is both creator, object and
subject, her photographs reach beyond the genre of self-
portraiture, creating a timeless vision of female beauty. 

Van Zeijl has shown work continuously and internationally
over the past ten years, represented by galleries located in
The Netherlands, Belgium, and New York and exhibiting at
emerging and established international art fairs in New York,
Miami, London, Germany, Belgium, Sweden and Italy. She
was nominated for the Prix De La Photographie Paris, and
The Fine Art Photography Awards. Her work is held in private
collections in the USA, UK, Belgium, Germany, and The
Netherlands.

John Phillips
Born 1951, UK

At first glance, these works refer back to the
mid-19th century; the world of Baudelaire’s
Les Fleurs du Mal, the paintings of Henri
Fantin-Latour and William Dyce, Swinburne’s

Garden of Proserpine, and further back to Holland in the 17th
century and the Vanitas tradition in Western Art.  Yet these
works emerged from experiments in contemporary media,
with each print combining as many as 1,400 separate
photographs to create an eerie hyper-reality.

Phillips studied at Sheffield Polytechnic (now Sheffield Hallam
University), and for a PhD in Fine Art at University of
Brighton. His work recently featured in the Royal Academy
Summer Exhibition.  Phillips has been instrumental in the
Community Arts Movement, and he is a full-time Director of

London Print Studio where he also teaches on the studio’s
MA programme.  His poster design work is held in a number
of collections including the V&A, International Institute of
Social History and Rhode Island School of Design Museum.

Lars Reiffers 
Born 1978, Germany 

The brilliance of Lars Reiffers’ colours,
the smooth flow of the stroke of his
brush as well as the occasionally

irritating haptic and tactile qualities of his blossoms and
leaves automatically remind the viewer of the art of the 17th
century, in particular, of the Dutch still lifes, the so-called
nature morte, which should immediately appear in front of
the inner eye of the viewer. It is all the more surprising and
remarkable at the same time that the artistic personality
behind these canvasses was born in 1978.

Reiffers, prize winner of the Lucas Cranach special award in
2001, first studied painting in Aix-en-Provence, the birthplace
of Paul Cézanne, before continuing his studies at the
Kunstakademie Münster in Professor Kuhna’s class. In 2002,
Herrmann-Josef Kuhna declared Reiffers his master student.
His solo exhibitions include: Klonaris Fine Art, Palma de
Mallorca; Gallery Gabriele Hovestadt, Nottuln; Gallery Cerny
und Partner, Wiesbaden; and Gallery Schöber, Dortmund
Germany. He was shown as part of the Celeste Prize 2016 at
The Bargehouse OXO London.

Laura Hospes
Born 1994, The Netherlands

Laura Hospes’ work is highly
autobiographical, addressing herself, her life
with mental health issues and her struggle
with being alive. In monochrome, high
contrast photos she shows the battle she

fights against herself every day. Timeless, classical and
without distraction, these images speak directly. Inspired by
the magical work of Francesca Woodman, the black and
white portraits of Stephan Vanfleteren and the dark lights of
Dutch painter Rembrandt she has developed her own visual
language and voice. Learning from the Old Masters is the
greatest and most pure manner of bringing emotions to life. 

Hospes studied at the Photoacademy and she started her
career by winning the Emerging Talent Award from
LensCulture. The media picked up her story and her photos
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Stephen Snoddy
Born 1959, UK

Stephen Snoddy's work is an ongoing
investigation into line and format,
which are often translated from one

picture to another. He sometimes regards two consecutive
paintings as a diptych, with left and right-hand panels
forming parts of a composite whole. The work becomes
defined by its geometries, serial approach and limitless
variations. In his own words, 'The paintings often come in
pairs or a small series and incorporate architectural and
geometric structures with colour to get everything right -
space, line, form. The final result is a balanced resolution
made through corrections, revisions and re-workings.'

Snoddy trained as an artist at Belfast College of Art where he
graduated in 1983 with an MA in Fine Art. He has exhibited
extensively nationally and internationally since 1980, with
exhibitions including: Looking At, Southampton City Art
Gallery, 2017; and Recent Work, Artistsworkhouse,
Warwickshire; Conversations, Rabley Contemporary,
Marlborough; and Looking Out, Roberto Polo Gallery,
Brussels, all 2016. His work is in public collections including:
Department of the Environment, Northern Ireland, Frank
Cohen Collection, Hertfordshire Education Authority, Open
University Milton Keynes, and Southampton City Art Gallery.
He is the director of The New Art Gallery, Walsall.

Tamara 
Al-Mashouk 
Born 1988, Saudi Arabia

Speaking to issues of social politics, global movement and the
hierarchy of citizenship, Al-Mashouk’s work employs
performance, video, and sculptural based installation. Her
work explores the movement of people across both societal
and national borders, with specific focus on young queer
Middle Eastern women. She considers the logistics of her
body; the fluidity of movement, the Arabness, the queerness,
the tint, the woman, the institution. Her work challenges
systems that define the place of women in modern society by
critiquing the male gaze that dominates not only the canon of
art history but also contemporary society today. Using her
own subjectivity as a queer Saudi Arabian woman living
abroad, her insider-outsider position operates throughout the
work. 

Al-Mashouk has a Master of Fine Arts from Tufts University; a
Post Baccalaureate degree from School of the Museum of
Fine Arts, Boston; a Bachelor of Art in Architecture from
Wellesley College, Massachusetts; and a Bachelor of Art in
Architecture Smith College, Northampton, Massachusetts,
USA.  Her recent solo exhibitions include: I Need More Birds,
VISA Collectiv BSMT Space, London, UK; Skin, a five channel
video installation Mission Hill Gallery, Boston; The Good Parts
of Being Alive, Anna Reyes Dance and Tamara Al-Mashouk,
Boston Center for the Arts Residency Showcase, Mills
Gallery, Boston, MA, USA.

Yuehan Pan
Born 1993, China

Yuehan Pan’s work crosses the
boundaries between Western and
Eastern traditional assumptions in its

visual standards and forms. Her work centres on the conflicts
and similarities between forms in calligraphic gestures, the
rhythm of movements, the focus of perspectives, the use of
emptiness, and figurative characterisation. These are key to
delivering images in their meditative quality. For instance, the
scroll is the traditional way of holding Chinese paintings,
which is influenced by the philosophy of ‘San Cai’. The idea
was to create sky and ground for human activities in the
middle, which shows respect for nature and understanding
for human beings. The differences across time and place are
the context and reference to understand painting as an object
at present.

Yuehan studied BA Chinese Painting, Central Academy of
Fine Arts, Beijing, China, 2010 -14 and MA Painting, Royal
College of Art, London, UK, 2014-16. She has shown her
work in Crafted at Hockney Gallery, London, RCA Secret in
London and Dubai, Meetings and Partings, Times Art
Museum, Beijing, and was shortlisted in 2014 for the
Windsor & Newton Award.

Lucy Beecher 
Nelson
Born 1981, USA

Lucy Beecher Nelson’s work
reinvents the 15th century Italian

marriage portrait. She documents couples actively looking at
each other, and each person plans the gesture, costume and
accessories that adorn their partner. The space between the
paintings becomes activated as body parts cross over the
threshold of the panel and enter the domain of the other.

Beecher Nelson has studied art at Tufts University/School of
the Museum of Fine Arts, Denison University, Rhode Island
School of Design, Glasgow School of Art, and School of the
Art Institute of Chicago. She has exhibited across the USA, at
GASP Gallery, Cornelius Ayer Gallery, Cotuit Center for the
Arts, and Bowery Gallery. She has won numerous awards for
her work and teaching.

Sasha Bowles
Born 1966, UK

Sasha Bowles’ creative process explores
illusion, intervention and metamorphosis.
Through intervening on book pages and
postcards, she re-presents and subverts
classical narratives, cloaking the figures to

open up new possibilities. Bowles’ interventions pay homage
to past masters, albeit in a mischievous manner. By creating
new images from the printed reproductions she builds an
intimate relationship with these works, bringing the viewer up
close, not only to discover her interventions, but also to look
more closely at the original artist’s craftsmanship and
consider them once more as living paintings.

Bowles completed her MA at Wimbledon College of Art in
2013. She had a recent solo show Doo-plis-i-tee at 286
Gallery, London, 2016. Selected group exhibitions include:
Reportrait, Nottingham Castle Museum, 2017; Complicity,
Collyer Bristow Gallery; Bonfire of the Vanities, Display
Gallery; and Discernible, Zeitgeist Arts Projects. Awards
include: The Lynn Painter Stainers; The Royal Academy
Summer Exhibition (invited artist) and The Discerning Eye
(winner of the Benton Prize). Bowles has work in private and
public collections in the UK, Europe and America.

Sheila Rock
Born USA

Sheila Rock’s unusual series of horse
portraits, taken in black and white, have
incredible depth and intensity.  The series
of photographs is titled Spirit of the

Horse, inspired by the great European horse painters: Stubbs,
Delacroix, Gericault, Herring, Franz Marc and others who
painted lyrical and sensitive portraits of magnificent horses.
Myths and legends surround the horse in many cultures. In
China they expressed and symbolised unrestrained freedom.
In Arabic literature they symbolised divine grace.  In English
and French culture, horses are expressed in romantic terms
reflecting dreams and memories, especially of interest to the
landed gentry who both owned horses and had the financial
resources to purchase high art. These photographs were
taken as traditional studio portraits, in a studio created on
location at the stables, isolating the horses to make them
appear regal and dignified.  

Rock was born in the USA and educated at Boston University
and the London Film School. She has lived and worked in
London since 1970. She became an influential force shaping
the look of creative magazines like The FACE magazine. Her
editorial portrait and fashion work have appeared in
numerous magazines, including: Time Magazine, Elle,
Glamour, Rolling Stone, Architectural Digest, and the Sunday
Times. Her book, Sera: the way of the Tibetan Monk,
published in 2004, accompanied several international
exhibitions including the Photographers Gallery, London.
Images from the Sera series are in the permanent collection
of the William Benton Museum of Art in Connecticut, USA.
The Houston Fine Art Museum has acquired a Seascape
portrait for their permanent collection. A number of Celebrity
Portraits are in the National Portrait Gallery, London.
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Young Masters Maylis Grand Ceramics Prize 2017
Irina Razumovskaya 
Born 1990, Russia

Irina Razumovskaya works intuitively,
using her aesthetic preferences and tacit knowledge to
animate minimalist constructivist architectural forms.  She
seeks to avoid direct, narrow, or exact images or symbols,
instead basing her work on universal cultural signs.  Each
work has a personal meaning, yet is an ambiguous
experience for the viewer, leaving open the possibility of
variability in the interpretation of the work.  Razumovskaya’s
recent works are inspired by a wistfulness for post-Soviet
times; the subtlety of dilapidation, the ageing of architecture,
where rigid constructivist forms are softened and animated
with the touch of time.  

Razumovskaya originally studied Ceramics in Russia at the
State Academy of Art and is currently completing her MA in
Ceramics and Glass at the Royal College of Art.  She has
completed residencies in Germany, Spain, the USA, Hungary,
Taiwan, and her work has been exhibited both nationally and
internationally.  Awards include first prizes for The International
Triennial of Silicate Arts in Keczkemet, Hungary; 8th NASPA
Ceramic Talent Award, Westerwald Museum, Germany;
Biennal de Ceramics d’Esplugues Angelina Alos, Spain.

Katie Spragg
Born 1987, UK

Katie Spragg creates work that aims to
arouse curiosity.  Whether through
sharing a story or conjuring a

collective memory, her practice highlights the forgotten
sources of joy and amusement that surround us.  Her latest
body of work combines ceramic objects, installation, and
moving image to create momentary experiences that capture
the wonder of being outside in nature. 

Spragg graduated from Brighton University with a BA in 3D
Materials Practice in 2010, followed by an MA in Ceramics
and Glass at the Royal College of Art in 2016.  She has
exhibited, undertaken residencies and has work held in
collections both in the UK and internationally.  Recent
achievements include; the acquisition of her piece Hedgerow
by the Victoria and Albert Museum, selected for a Spotlight
space at the Collect 2017 in the Saatchi Gallery, commissioned
to run a project for the Tate Exchange programme as a
member of Collective Matter, and the upcoming display of her
work at the Garden Museum, London.

Lauren Nauman
Born 1990, USA

Lauren Nauman’s work explores
the boundaries within clay

through experimental processes. The work starts with the
industrial method of slip-casting in plaster moulds, used in
non-traditional ways.  An additive method creates pieces with
minimal amounts of clay.  The suggestions of vessels start out
as straight cages of wet clay and through the power of the
kiln’s heat and the pyroplasticity of the clay, they move like
fabric to evolve into a wire-like sculpture that still holds the
materiality of porcelain.  Due to this process, the final form of
each piece stems from minute details in the making, but
mostly depends on chance.

Nauman holds an MA in Ceramics and Glass from the Royal
College of Art, London, and a BA in Studio Art and Art
Education from Emmanuel College, Boston.  She has
exhibited at NCECA, Oregon, USA; Collect, London, UK; and
Korea Craft & Design Foundation Insa-dong, Seoul, Korea.
She undertook the Project Network Residency at
Guldagergaard, Denmark, in 2014, received the Woo
Scholarship in 2015, the Newcomer Award at Ceramic Art
London in 2017, and has work held in the Doddington Hall
Ceramic Collection.

Lucille Lewin
Born 1948, South Africa 

Lucille Lewin’s work is the result of
research into the origins of 18th
century European porcelain, and the

alchemists who invented it.  The work references the
Victorian Cabinet of Curiosities, and the early microscopic
photographs of the natural world by Karl Blosfeldt.  Lewin
takes great inspiration from the crystal rooms at the Science
Museum and the Pitt Rivers Museum in Oxford. Lewin’s
sculptural ceramic objects explore the relationship between
form, chemistry and process.

Lewin studied the City Lit Diploma Fine Art and Ceramics
from 2012 – 14 and MA Ceramics and Glass at the Royal
College of Art 2016 – 17.  Recent exhibitions include: The
Society of Designer Craftsmen,Mall Galleries, London, 2015;
The Emerging & Established, Christie’s, London 2017; and
Material:Earth: The New British Clay Movement,Messums,
Somerset, 2017.

Amber Zuber  
Born 1973, Canada 

Amber Zuber seeks a dynamic and
collaborative relationship with clay.
Working abstractly and directly with
the material in different stages of

plasticity, her work is process oriented and expressive.  Less
about form than gesture, she explores the tactile and
emotional qualities of the material and the act of making.  The
hand of the maker is wholly evident, even aggressively
obvious, as her fingers are the primary tools of her
intervention.  Time, movement, the inherent simplicity of the
material and existence are marked.  

Zuber has previously been an Artist-in-Residence at
Harbourfront Centre in Toronto and winner of the Gardiner
Museum Award.  She will complete her MA in Ceramics and
Glass at the Royal College of Art in July 2017.  She also has a
BA in History from McMaster University and studied
Ceramics at Sheridan College, School of Crafts & Design.

Andrew Casto 
Born 1977, USA 

Andrew Casto’s current body of work
investigates dialogues concerning
extant negative forces in our lives,

and the degree to which they shape us physically, mentally,
and emotionally.  The formal language present in this analysis
is based on a material study of erosion and geologic
processes, translated into ceramic and mixed media objects.
Within this inquiry, alternative and diverse construction
methods are emphasized as tools of fresh, genuine
expression in the creation of dynamic assemblages of great
fragility.   

Casto is currently Assistant Professor of Art and head of the
Ceramics area at The University of Iowa.  He was an Artist-in-
Residence, and the 2011 MJD Fellow at The Archie Bray
Foundation, Montana, and has exhibited work internationally
in Spain, Croatia, Italy, Slovenia, Belgium, China, and Japan.
He was recently selected as a recipient of a 2015 Emerging
Artist award by the National Council on Education for the
Ceramic Arts (NCECA).  Recent solo exhibitions include
Galleria Salvatore Lanteri, Milan, 2016, and Mindy Solomon
Gallery, Miami, 2017.

Antonie Eikemans
Born 1953, The Netherlands

Antonie Eikemans’ work conjures notions of
alienation and recognition through the
material of porcelain.  Maidenly, fragile, airy
and serene, Eikemans’ contemporary forms
are brought to life, covered with swarming

transfer decorations and adornments of gold leaf.  Busts and
figurines mobilise the uncanny: something immanently
familiar lurks within these imaginary and mystical beings. 

Eikemans graduated from the Academy for Industrial Design,
Eindhoven in 1976, before going on to graduate in Spatial
Ceramic Design at the Royal Academy of Art and Design, s-
Hertogenbosch, Netherlands, in 1984. Eikemans has since
gone on to teach Spatial Design at a number of Dutch
institutions. Recent exhibitions include: Woven Heritage:
International Miniature Printmaking, Dubai, 2017;
International Ceramics Competition Carouge, Switzerland,
2015; Biennalle de Manises, Spain, 2015; and Ceramics
Bienalle 2015 Coda Museum, Apeldoorn The Netherlands.

Grant Aston
Born 1980, UK

Grant Aston’s work uses ceramic
elements that have been made and
combined with other materials such

as wood and metal.  Using a modular technique frees Aston
from the restrictions of the kiln’s size, and the assembling of
various components and materials allows him to make
constructions that open up new sculptural potential.  The
skills he learnt as a gilder and restorer have become
increasingly relevant to his art practice, including finishes on
found furniture such as French polish, combined with the
ceramic surfaces.  Through this new body of work he will use
his broad material knowledge to express a passion for skill,
process and construction.

Aston completed a BA in Ceramics at The University Institute
of Wales, Cardiff in 2003 and an MA in Ceramics and Glass at
the Royal College of Art in 2005.  He was selected for the
Crafts Council’s Hothouse 3 development scheme in 2013,
and his work was purchased by The Contemporary Art
Society for the collection of Swindon Museum and Art
Gallery.  Exhibitions include: The British Ceramics Biennial,
Ceramic Art London, Charlottenborg Spring Exhibition,
Copenhagen, and Artgenève, Geneva with Taste
Contemporary Craft.
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Malene Hartmann 
Rasmussen
Born 1973, Denmark

Malene Hartmann Rasmussen works with
mixed media sculpture, making and
arranging multiple components into

complex narrative tableaux of visual excess.  She creates a
place beyond reality, a deceitful echo of the real world.  The
work is childlike, yet elaborate; initially the viewer may,
mistakenly, be drawn to her figures thinking them to be toys,
but closer examination reveals their rather darker narrative.
The works invite you into an absurd and surreal world where
things are not what they seem. The aim is to create a visual
poetry based on the artist’s own personal story.

Hartmann Rasmussen’s work vivaciously crosses the
boundaries of fine art, design and applied art.  Graduating
from the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Art, School of
Design, Bornholm and the Royal College of Art in London,
she now lives and works in London.  She has participated in
exhibitions in The Netherlands, Belgium, Sweden, Italy,
France and Croatia, and in European Ceramic and Applied
Arts biennials such as The Biennale for Craft and Design in
Copenhagen, Faenza Prize, Biennale Internationale de
Céramique de Vallauris and European Prize for Applied Arts
in Mons.  Awards and nominations include: Perrier Joüet Arts
Salon Prize, British Ceramics Biennial Award, Craft
Emergency (Aspex Gallery) and Jerwood Makers Open.

Tessa Eastman 
Born 1984, UK 

Tessa Eastman works by hand in clay, using
multiple techniques to create complex
ceramic structures.  Time is devoted to
achieving rich glazed surfaces.  Her pieces
are characterised by a curious, often playful

ambiguity, frequently inspired by microscopic structural
details found in the natural world.  Fixing ungraspable,
transformative, and natural states of growth is crucial to her
aesthetic.  The strange otherworldliness seen in the natural
world transports her away from the mundane, and it is her
intention to make a fixed ceramic form seem alive.  She
strives to evoke awareness of life's impermanence. 

Eastman graduated from University of Westminster in 2006
with a BA in Ceramics, and MA in Ceramics and Glass from
Royal College of Art in 2015.  She won the Craft Emergency
Award, with an exhibition at Aspex Gallery Portsmouth, in
2016.  She has also exhibited at the Gyeonggi International
Ceramic Biennale, Korea; Puls Contemporary Ceramics, Puls
Gallery, Brussels; and British Ceramics Biennial: Fresh, Spode
Factory, Stoke-on-Trent.
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Dr Charles Saumarez Smith CBE is a British art historian. He was
educated at Marlborough and King’s College, Cambridge, where he
was a scholar and received a double first in history and history of art.
After graduating, he spent a year at Harvard University as a Henry
Fellow studying at the Fogg Art Museum and then returned to the
Warburg Institute as a postgraduate student. In 1979, he was elected
Christie’s Research Fellow at Christ’s College, Cambridge and, in
1982, he joined the staff of the Victoria and Albert Museum as an
Assistant Keeper with special responsibility for V&A/RCA MA in the
History of Design. In 1990, he was appointed Head of Research at
the Victoria and Albert Museum. In 1994, he was appointed Director
of the National Portrait Gallery and, in 2002, Director of the National
Gallery. In 2007, Charles was appointed Secretary and Chief
Executive of the Royal Academy of Arts, where he has concentrated
on the renovation of the Keeper’s House and the development of
plans for Burlington Gardens in the lead-up to the RA’s 250th
anniversary in 2018, including a major fund-raising campaign and
successful application to the Heritage Lottery Fund. He is a Professor
of Cultural History at Queen Mary, University of London and a
Trustee of the Prince’s Drawing School, the Public Catalogue
Foundation and Charleston. In 2008, Charles was awarded a CBE. 

Daisy McMullan is an independent curator, and former curator and
associate director of the Young Masters Art Prize 2012 – 2015.
Working across a wide variety of projects, her practice includes
curating exhibitions, writing, programming events and research.
With a background in fine art, Daisy completed an MA in Curating at
Chelsea College of Arts. Following the MA, she received a two year
Research Fellowship at Chelsea Space, funded first by the Ashley
Family Foundation and then by the Chelsea Arts Club Trust. Daisy is
the gallery coordinator at Camberwell Space, the public gallery at
Camberwell College of Arts, a fellow of the Royal Society of Arts and
trustee of Camberwell Arts.

Godfrey Barker (Chair) is a well-renowned art historian and
journalist. He is currently the arts correspondent for The Evening
Standard and a contributing editor of ES Magazine. Godfrey has also
written for leading newspapers including The Guardian, The Times,
The Economist and The Daily Telegraph. Godfrey lectures for
Sotheby’s and Christie’s and has published, “Vanity Fair: The Rich
and the Price of Art” (2008), a book that he is currently adapting for
a TV series.

Hannah Rothschild is a writer, filmmaker and company director.
She also serves on the boards of various philanthropic trusts and
museums. In August 2015 Hannah became Chair of the Trustees of
the National Gallery. She is also the co-founder of the Artist on Film
Trust and a trustee of Tate and Waddesdon Manor. Her biography,
“The Baroness,” was published in the UK, USA and seven other
territories. Her first novel, “The Improbability of Love,” was
published by Bloomsbury in May 2015 and in the USA by Knopf in
November 2015. Her features and interviews appear in W, Vanity
Fair, The Telegraph, The Times, The New York Times, The Spectator,

British and American Vogue. Her documentaries have been shown
on the BBC, HBO and at film festivals including Telluride, the London
Film Festival and Sheffield. Working Title and Ridley Scott optioned
her original screenplays.

Jean Wainwright is an art historian, critic and curator living in
London. Her areas of expertise are in contemporary art and
photography, with particular reference to Andy Warhol, on whose
life and works she is an internationally recognised expert. As a writer
and academic she has published extensively in the contemporary
arts field, contributing to numerous catalogues and books.  She also
regularly appears on television and radio, most notably on Channel
4, the BBC, The Open University, Resonance FM and BBC Radio 4’s
Today programme.

Melanie Gerlis is the art market columnist for the Financial Times
and Editor at Large for The Art Newspaper. She was previously Art
Market Editor of The Art Newspaper for nine years and has been
reporting on auctions, art fairs and market news globally since 2006.
She also worked for ten years at Finsbury, a strategic
communications and investor relations firm, advising investment
banks, hedge funds and other financial services clients. Melanie has
a BA in English Literature from Clare College, Cambridge and an MA
in Art Business from Sotheby’s Institute of Art, London. Her book,
“Art as an Investment? A Survey of Comparative Assets,” was
published by Lund Humphries in 2014.

Judges of the Young Masters 
Maylis Grand Ceramics Prize 2017:

Daniella Wells joined the Crafts Council in 2002 to launch the
inaugural Collect, the international art fair for contemporary objects
at the V&A. In 2009 she was integral to the re-launch and growth of
Collect into the Saatchi Gallery as well as overseeing the production
of Origin at Somerset House in 2008 and 2009. As a freelance
consultant, Daniella is Galleries Liaison for Collect and works on
Exhibitor Relations for Tresor Contemporary Craft – due to launch in
Basel in September 2017. Daniella is a Ceramics judge on the
Woman’s Hour Craft Prize 2017 – a BBC, Crafts Council and V&A
initiative. Previously, after studying Ceramics at Central Saint
Martins, Daniella worked with Janice Blackburn at Sotheby’s
producing selling exhibitions of contemporary decorative arts in New
York and London from 1998-2002.

Janice Blackburn is former Curator of contemporary Craft and
Design at Sotheby’s and has also been a consultant curator at THE
BOWES MUSEUM, Sudeley Castle, Chatsworth House, Liberty and
other places. She worked as a design consultant to the Krug
champagne House. For four years, she installed works of
contemporary craft and design into several reception areas in No 10,
Downing Street. She wrote regularly for the Weekend Financial
Times including a column ‘Work In Progress’. Her blog
‘theeyedoesntlie’ reflects many cultural interests including art and
design fairs and exhibitions. She is a Fellow of the RCA.
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Maylis Grand is an avid collector of ceramic art. Originally from
France, Maylis moved to London aged 20 to study Economics and
Business at the LSE. She quickly developed a strong interest in the
cosmetic industry and got her first job at Christian Dior in London.
During this period, Maylis first became interested in ceramics and
has since cultivated her passion for this craft and created a
significant collection. Maylis’s current position as Head of Product
Development for a major European perfumery chain allows her to
manage her taste in other’s creativity. The Young Masters Maylis
Grand Ceramics Prize is a gift of her husband.

Preston Fitzgerald has been collecting contemporary ceramics for
over twenty years starting in New York City and now based in
London. He mixes contemporary ceramics with many pieces of
antique ceramics. He has curated contemporary craft and design
exhibitions including working with The Royal College of Art, The
Flow Gallery, London and Terra Delft Gallery, Holland. After post-
graduate degrees at Christie’s Education and Sotheby’s Institute of
Art Preston worked with Janice Blackburn at Sotheby’s
contemporary decorative arts selling exhibitions. He has given
lectures including at The National Centre for Craft and Design study
day, ‘The Studio Potter’, regarding collecting contemporary
ceramics.

Judges of the Young Masters 
Emerging Woman Art Prize 2017:

Beth Colocci is Chair of the Trustees of UK Friends of the National
Museum of Women in the Arts, which champions art by women in
the UK. She is a photographer, independent curator and patron of
several arts institutions as well as sitting on the boards of several
non-profit organisations.  Beth co-curated the first edition of The
Young Masters Art Prize in 2009; as well as Sunny Side Up! (2008),
Silver by Women (2012) and Nature by Design (2015).  She is
currently organising an exhibition at Boston Manor House (Out
There, Out Where, Outside) opening in September 2017. Beth
studied Photography at Central St. Martins and has an AB and MBA
from Harvard University.

Nadja Swarovski is the first female Member of the Executive Board
of Swarovski, the world’s leading crystal manufacturer. She is the
great-great-granddaughter of Daniel Swarovski, who founded the
company in the Austrian alps in 1895. Nadja has driven a program of
creative collaborations that have revitalized the company over the
past 20 years. As well as leading the company’s global branding and
communications, she has commissioned new installations, artworks
and products celebrating crystal that have continually positioned
Swarovski at the vanguard of creative and lifestyle trends. Nadja also
oversees Swarovski’s Corporate Social Responsibility initiatives and
philanthropic programs, and chairs the Swarovski Foundation. In
fashion, Nadja has built on Swarovski’s legacy of collaborating with
the industry’s leading lights and emerging talents, implementing
groundbreaking designer support and catwalk initiatives including
the Swarovski Collective (founded in 1999), and Runway Rocks
(founded in 2003). She is an Ambassador for Women for Women

International, and under her leadership Swarovski has signed up to
the UN Women’s Empowerment Principles and the UN Global
Compact. Born in Germany, Nadja is an Austrian and American
citizen, and was educated in Europe and the US. After graduating
from the Southern Methodist University in Dallas in 1992, she
completed a graduate course in Fine and Decorative Arts at
Sotheby’s in New York. She is currently based in London.

Ronnette Riley is Founder of Ronnette Riley Architect (New York),
Collector, and Board Member for the East Hampton Artists and
Writers Annual Softball Game, New York. Ronnette Riley, FAIA is a
vibrant designer and energetic member of the New York architecture
community. She has been recognized in all media forms and won
over 66 design awards. Celebrated projects include the first Apple
flagship store, which opened in New York City and The Westin
Ottawa Hotel in Ontario, Canada. Before founding Ronnette Riley
Architect in 1987, she spent eight years in the architectural practice
of Philip Johnson and John Burgee where she served as Project
Architect for the “Lipstick Building” at 53rd and Third in Manhattan.
Ronnette has been a collector of art since 1982 and has as Chair
over the last three years organized an annual art exhibit featuring
over 50 local and international artists as a member of the Board of
the East Hampton Artists Writers Charity Softball Game.

Sylvie Gormezano is Chair of the Association of Women Art
Dealers, a past Chair of the Trustees of the Museum of Richmond
and a fellow of the RSA. Sylvie  has collected art privately for more
than 25 years, and has a passion and commitment to promote
contemporary and emerging talent. Formerly a consultant at the
Economist Newspaper Group and an expert in the arts for the
European Commission in Brussels, Sylvie set up Picture This
Productions to introduce collectors to inspiring artworks and
encourage the development of long-term relationships between
patrons and the artists they support. Sylvie curates one-off
exhibitions in locations appropriate to specific artworks and creates
events to showcase art collections and artists’ work, mainly in
London and South-West France. She also mentors artists to support
them in their professional development.
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In 2008 Cynthia Corbett had the idea of establishing the Young Masters Art Prize with the aim of celebrating
artists who pay homage to the skill and traditions of the past; knowing that young artists today are not afraid,
unlike their predecessors, to look back at history and its lessons.

The Young Masters Art Prize operates as a not-for-profit initiative of the Cynthia Corbett Gallery, and is
recognised as an exciting, high profile international competition that is highly innovative in its concept - to
recognise contemporary art that embraces its past. In 2017 the Prize is in its fourth edition, following the first in
2009, and successful editions in 2012 and 2014. 

The Cynthia Corbett Gallery

The Cynthia Corbett Gallery, an international contemporary art gallery, represents emerging and newly
established contemporary artists and is a regular exhibitor at major international contemporary art fairs.  The
gallery has an annual exhibition programme, including curatorial projects in London, New York and Los Angeles
as well as collaborations with galleries worldwide.  The gallery also works with a number of mid-career
American, British and European artists whose works have been published and acquired by international
museums and institutions.  The Cynthia Corbett Gallery also provides an art consultancy service and works
with international art advisors and museum curators, as well as private Collectors.  

Gallery Staff 

Cynthia Valianti Corbett
Gallery Director and Founder of the Young Masters Art Prize
BA (Hons) Political Science, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, USA
MA Law and Diplomacy, The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Tufts University/Harvard University, USA
Postgraduate Diploma Christies’s Education, London Art Course and Modern Art Studies, London, UK

Celia Kinchington
Associate Director
BA (Hons) Fine Art, Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design, London, UK 

Lindsay Dewar
Consultant
BA (Hons) History of Art and Architecture, University of Reading, UK
MA Art Business, Sotheby’s Institute of Art, London, UK
MA Art Market Appraisal, Kingston University, London, UK

Young Masters Art Prize 

Millie Print
Coordinator and Curatorial Associate 
BA (Hons) History of Art with Material Studies, University College London, London, UK
In 2018, Millie will graduate with a MA History of Art, University College London, London, UK

Preston Fitzgerald
Curator of the Young Masters Maylis Grand Ceramics Prize
BS (Hons) Finance, Bradley University, Illinois, USA
Postgraduate Diploma Christies's Education, London Art Course, London, UK
BA (Hons) Art History, Sotheby's Institute of Art (University of Manchester), UK

Phoebe Walsh
Media and Digital Marketing Assistant
BA (Hons) Fine Art, University of Leeds, UK
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Sponsors 
We would like to thank these industry specialists for sponsoring the Young Masters Art Prize 2017.

The Love Art Insurance team at Brownhill Insurance Group specialise in insurance for collectors,
dealers, galleries and artists as well as those associated with the art world. Being avid collectors
themselves, the team appreciate the strong ties that collectors have to their prized possessions. Brownhill
Insurance Group have a strong record of excellent customer service and take pride in offering expert cover
and being able to offer clients competitive and comprehensive policies. The wider Brownhill family also
cater for personal and business insurances.

The Artists’ Collecting Society (ACS) was formed in 2006 as a not-for-profit Community Interest
Company to administer Artists’ Resale Right and copyright on behalf of their members. Their membership
has grown to over 1,000 artists and artists’ estates, including well-known artists such as Frank Auerbach,
Howard Hodgkin, Paula Rego and Martin Creed, and the estates of Lucian Freud and Barbara Hepworth.
Their members also include artists whose work has only recently started to sell regularly on the UK
secondary market such as Bambi, Goshka Macuga and Eine. ACS is proud to fund bursaries for art
students at leading institutions, whilst sponsoring a number of art prizes and charities. 

Lamport Gilbert’s core values combine dedication to quality and environmental responsibility with a
commitment to building excellent relationships with our customers and business partners. Established over
100 years ago, Lamport Gilbert now uses the latest technologies in sheet-fed litho printing to produce full-
colour catalogues, magazines, brochures, menus and many other point-of-sale, marketing and publicity
materials.

Art Installation Services (AIS) has many years experience of installing artwork in the public, private and
commercial sectors throughout the UK and abroad.  Their technicians work with discretion, quietly and
quickly though with great care and are able to work at any time during the day or night. AIS are able to
arrange framing, transportation, insurance and conservation of artworks as well as project management.

G4S International Logistics have shipped the most expensive artefacts in the world for almost forty
years. The Fine Art division has hubs in Dubai, Hong Kong, London and New York which service their
international clientele’s requirements. G4S International provides logistics services for all major auctions
houses, museums, dealers, galleries and private clients that work for each of their budgets. G4S
International are proud to partner with international exhibitions including Art Dubai, Dubai Design Days,
Art Central and the Young Masters Art Prize in London.

Be Smart About Art’s motto is ‘Art is your life. Make it your living’. The core programme includes
professional development courses, face to face and online: selling and marketing your creative enterprise,
developing professional partnerships, running and growing a micro or small business, raising funds, using
tech to save time and make more money, staying focused by making a plan and holding yourself
accountable, and more.  Additional services include: networking opportunities in London, New York and
online via the Member community, industry talks and tours at art fairs to give insight and support creative
enterprises. 

Hogbens Dunphy’s passion is finding new ways to improve businesses. Established in 1921, they have
over 90 years of success providing caring, professional accountancy for The Arts and creative industries,
including galleries and public and private art institutions. The firm offers a wide range of services and
specialist knowledge of the arts sector. Hogbens Dunphy provides vital accountancy advice including:
preparation of projections, cash flow and business plans, arranging finance, bookkeeping tuition and
implementing management procedures and systems, tax planning, and business software.
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We are indebted to the following individuals for their dedicated support and expertise: Iliana Taliotis for
her PR support; Cristina Schek for her management of our social media, website and digital campaigns;
Neville Rolt of Lamport Gilbert; Steve Hayes for his design work on the catalogue and other printed
media; Megan Mulrooney, Senior Specialist Contemporary Art, Paddle8; Daisy McMullan for her advice,
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We are extremely grateful to our Judges, who give not only their time, but also bring their experience,
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Cynthia Corbett
Founder & Director
The Young Masters Art Prize & The Cynthia Corbett Gallery
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